TeacherPrep
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PROGRAM IN TEACHER PREPARATION

For more information and to register visit teacherprep.princeton.edu/quest2020
or contact Dr. Anne Catena acatena@princeton.edu (609) 258-3336

Our Changing Weather
with Steve Carson, John Witherspoon Middle School and Danielle Schmitt, Department of Geosciences for grades 3-8 at Princeton University

Elementary Math: from anxiety to mastery
with Laura Overdeck ’91, Founder Bedtime Math and Shayna Sackett-Gable former elementary teacher/math coach for grades K-5 at Princeton University

UnleadED - what’s in our drinking water?
with Jen Jennings ’00, Professor of Sociology, Princeton University and a former teacher at Trenton High School, John Higgins, Professor of Geology & Robert Darnell, Professor of Biology for grades 6-12 at Princeton University

What’s Happening in Science Research?
with Princeton Plasma Physics and Center for Complex Materials scientists for grades 9-12 at Princeton University and PPPL

Pine Barrens Fire Ecology
with Ryan Rebozo
for grades K-12 at Pinelands Preservation Alliance

QUEST enhances K-12 teachers’ knowledge of STEM through laboratory and/or field experiments, and is co-taught by current researchers and teachers.